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Since 1993 visitors to the US Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C. read the following inscription on a wall in the Hall of Witness, a memorial space on the ground floor:

First they came for the Socialists, and I did not speak out--
Because I was not a Socialist.
Then they came for the Trade Unionists, and I did not speak out--
Because I was not a Trade Unionist.
Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out--
Because I was not a Jew.
Then they came for me--and there was no one left to speak for me.

The quotation is attributed to "Martin Niemöller (1892-1984), Lutheran Minister and early Nazi supporter who was later imprisoned for opposing Hitler's regime."¹ The Museum's online Holocaust Encyclopedia contains an entry for "Martin Niemöller: 'First they came for the socialists...'", which offers the following discussion of the quotation and the groups it lists:²

The quotation stems from Niemöller's lectures during the early postwar period. Different versions of the quotation exist. These can be attributed to the fact that Niemöller spoke extemporaneously and in a number of settings. Much controversy surrounds the content of the poem as it has been printed in varying forms, referring to diverse groups such as Catholics, Jehovah's Witnesses, Jews, Trade Unionists, or Communists depending upon the version. Nonetheless his point was that Germans--in particular, he believed, the leaders of the Protestant churches--had been complicit through their silence in the Nazi imprisonment, persecution, and murder of millions of people.

Indeed, there are numerous versions of this quotation in circulation today, some of them set in stone, with varying claims of legitimacy. For example, visitors to the New England Holocaust Memorial on Boston's Freedom Trail find this version, inscribed in 1995:3

They came first for the Communists,
   But I didn't speak up because I wasn't a Communist.
Then they came for the Jews,
   and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a Jew.
Then They came for the trade unionists,
   and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a trade unionist.
Then they came for the Catholics,
   and I didn't speak up because I was a Protestant.
Then they came for me,
   and by that time no one was left to speak up.

This version substitutes Communists for Socialists, moves Jews up before Trade Unionists, and adds Catholics as a persecuted group. Although various historical arguments can be made for the ordering of the groups, as we will see, the selection of groups generally relates to the person or organization employing the quotation. In this case it might be expected that predominantly Irish-Catholic Boston would use a version including Catholics, while in the Communist-phobic United States capital only a few years after the end of the Cold War, one might similarly expect that including Communists would have been awkward. We find a further common variation in Germany, from which Jews are excluded. For example, the Martin Niemöller Foundation's website gives an "official" version (my translation):4

When the Nazis came for the Communists, I kept silent;
   I was after all not a Communist.
When they locked up the Social Democrats, I kept silent;
   I was after all not a Social Democrat.
When they came for the trade unionists, I kept silent,
   I was after all not a trade unionist.
When they came for me, there was no one left who could protest.

---

3 The accompanying explanation reads: "Martin Niemöller / Lutheran Pastor. This statement, attributed to Pastor Niemöller, has become a legendary expression of the lesson of the Holocaust. Ironically Niemöller had delivered anti-Semitic sermons early in the Nazi regime. He later opposed Hitler and was sent to a concentration camp." A photo of the inscription is available in the Wikimedia commons: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:New_England_Holocaust_Memorial

4 See Martin-Niemöller-Stiftung, "Als die Nazis die Kommunisten holten ..." Sept. 22, 2005 http://www.martin-niemoeller-stiftung.de/search/a31. The original German reads:
Als die Nazis die Kommunisten holten, habe ich geschwiegen; ich war ja kein Kommunist.
Als sie die Sozialdemokraten einspernten, habe ich geschwiegen; ich war ja kein Sozialdemokrat.
Als sie die Gewerkschafter holten, habe ich geschwiegen, ich war ja kein Gewerkschafter.
Als sie mich holten, gab es keinen mehr, der protestieren konnte.
The selection of groups is explained on the page: "Was sagte Niemöller wirklich?" Sept. 16, 2007, http://www.martin-niemoeller-stiftung.de/search/a46. This version was again used in an October 2011 article by Martin Stöhr on the Foundation's website; see: http://www.martin-niemoeller-stiftung.de/4/zumnachlesen/a100.
While such variations may be attributed to the respective context and speaker invoking Niemöller's words, they do raise the question which groups Niemöller himself included. If he did exclude Jews, for example, would he have included Catholics? What about other groups persecuted by the Nazis, such as Roma, homosexuals, or the disabled? Since the 1990s scholars have debated these questions. In 1994 Ruth Zerner published an essay citing several witnesses who claimed Niemöller had never included Catholics. In a 1997 article one of her witnesses, Franklin Littell, claimed that Niemöller himself did not include Catholics and would never have included gays, although he certainly included Jews, just not as the first group. Recent internet searches indicate that the version excluding Communists at the US Holocaust Memorial Museum—which I will show is definitely historically incorrect, and indeed distorts both Niemöller's politics and original meaning—is becoming the most prevalent in English, and should be modified.

So what did Niemöller himself say? It turns out that we cannot yet answer this question definitively. My research into the published interviews, sermons and speeches Niemöller delivered in the early postwar years 1945-1947 indicates that in January 1946 Niemöller began using a narrative version naming several groups—foremost among them Communists--, but those texts do not converge into the rhythmically repeating "poetic" version, which he may have begun to employ during his speaking tour in the United States in early 1947. A short biographical overview shows why and with what meaning Niemöller began invoking this anecdote.

---


6 Franklin Littell, "First they came for the Communists..." in: Christian Ethics Today, vol. 3, no. 1 (February 1997). A version of this article, updated in 2001, is available at the Internet Archive. As an aside on how different authors vary the groups, note that the title words in the URL indicate Jews as the "first" group, not Communists, in contrast to the article title: http://web.archive.org/web/*/http://christianethicstoday.com/Issue/009/First%20They%20Came%20for%20the%20Jews%20By%20Franklin%20H%20Littell_009_29.htm. Note further that Littell's 1986 publication cited by the USHMM (see note 1 above) does not name the Communists at all.

7 The frequent use of this version is attributable to the prestige of the US Holocaust Memorial Museum and the google PageRank of its website. An example of the recent use of the USHMM version (Socialists, Trade Unionists, Jews, me) is: Laura Glenn, "The Reality of Modern anti-Semitism," The Intelligencer, June 6, 2014. http://www.theintell.com/lifestyle/reality/the-reality-of-modern-anti-semitism/article_5ef2290-c461-5241-a8d5-8021db9d22c0.html. The Holocaust Memorial Park in Brooklyn, New York's Sheepshead Bay is another example; an image is available at: http://www.flickr.com/photos/wallyg/1318026494/.

8 The best short overview of Niemöller's entire biography I have found is: Matthias Schreiber, Martin Niemöller (Reinbek: Rowohlt, 1997). Unless otherwise noted, the information below is taken from that work. In English, the USHMM's Encyclopedia of the Holocaust entry on Niemöller is a reliable source: http://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10007391. Hubert Locke's historical introduction to his 1986 edition of Niemöller's letters from Moabit prison (cited in note 1, pp. 1-10) offers a more detailed summary of key events from 1933 to 1938 in English.
Niemöller, a decorated career naval officer in World War I, was a conservative German nationalist. He turned to theology in the early 1920s after the German navy had been disbanded under the terms of the Versailles treaty. He was the pastor of St. Ann's church in the wealthy Berlin district Dahlem from 1931 until his arrest in 1937. He welcomed Hitler's accession to power in 1933, objecting only to state encroachment on Church policy, in particular the exclusion of Christians with Jewish ancestry from serving as officers of the Church. In September 1933, in protest against the official German Protestant Church's willingness to accept Nazi interference in church affairs, he formed the Pastor's Emergency League, which became the Confessing Church in October 1934. Niemöller's continued outspokenness against some Nazi rules finally led to his arrest in July 1937 and trial in February 1938. Although his 7-month sentence was less than the 8 months he had served in Moabit prison, so that he should have been released, Hitler personally had him sent to the Sachsenhausen concentration camp for "preventative detention."

It is important to understand that, except for Nazi decrees regarding Church policy, Niemöller was an avid Hitler supporter. As he later readily admitted, he sent Hitler a personal telegram of congratulations after Germany's withdrawal from the League of Nations in October 1933. Witnesses say that Niemöller greeted his Dahlem congregation with the Hitler salute, and at his 1938 trial he boasted about his patriotic unwillingness to turn over his submarine to the British after the November 1918 armistice, about his leadership of a Freikorps battalion in putting down a left-wing insurgency in 1920, and that he had voted Nazi since 1924. He also testified in his defense that he found Jews "disagreeable and alien," which was typical of an "officer in the Kaiser's navy" from a "Westphalian family of peasants and clerics." However, ancestry was changed by baptism: one had to accept the "embarrassing and serious offence" that "God had revealed Himself through the Jew Jesus of Nazareth."

A year and a half later when World War II began, Niemöller did something else that came back to haunt him after the war. In September 1939 Niemöller, then 47, wrote to Admiral Raeder offering his services to the navy, a request that was turned down two months later. Although this would also have offered a way out of Sachsenhausen, we may believe the explanation Niemöller offered in interviews in the summer and fall of 1945, namely that he saw this as a way of supporting his country while being in a position to work to dislodge the Nazi government.

Niemöller was transferred to Dachau in July 1941, where he remained until the end of the war. As the US Army closed in on Dachau he was evacuated to Austria, where he was liberated in early May 1945. In an interview soon thereafter he said some importune things that made Allied observers critical of his hitherto spotless reputation as an anti-Nazi hero. For example he

---

denied the principle of German national guilt and defended those who fought in Hitler's armies as having merely obeyed the call of patriotism, for which, as we will see, he was roundly criticized in the US press.\(^\text{10}\)

That criticism, and his exposure to international public opinion, led Niemöller to recognize that denying responsibility would likely backfire and bring harsher policies down on Germany. In August he laid the groundwork for a meeting of international church leaders in Germany in October. At that meeting he was instrumental in the formulation of what is known as the Stuttgart Declaration of Guilt.\(^\text{11}\) In fact, he insisted upon its most famous (and controversial) sentence: "We did fight for long years in the name of Jesus Christ against the mentality that found its awful expression in the National Socialist regime of violence, but we accuse ourselves for not standing to our beliefs more courageously, for not praying more faithfully, for not believing more joyously, and for not loving more ardently."

This profession of responsibility was limited to the Church as an institution, stopping short of taking on personal meaning, but it still elicited strong criticism from Germans reeling from the devastation of "total war." Shortly thereafter, in early November 1945, a key experience closely linked to the formulation of the insight in the quotation occurred when Niemöller visited the former Dachau concentration camp to show his wife where he had been imprisoned. He related the anecdote in several of his 1946 and 1947 speeches. A July 3, 1946 speech in Stuttgart, published under the title "The Path to Freedom," is a good example, also typical in that it is a transcript of his extemporaneous oral style (my translation):\(^\text{12}\)

When I returned from prison a year ago, I played along with this game [of passing along the packet of responsibility to someone else]. I came home, actually after all of the dangers of the previous weeks and the many disappointments, loaded with a lot of good conscience. I had in my pocket a certificate that I had been deprived of my liberty from July 1, 1937 to June 24, 1945 as a political prisoner and personal prisoner of the Fuehrer. Who is going to demonstrate to me that the guilt that is now being claimed of my people, has anything to do with me? Already I was standing in line and passed the packet on. I did that for quite a while, not a pleasant game, but a necessary game. Because if one holds on to the packet, it won't burn only one's fingers! And then one day something happened to me. One day I drove by near Dachau in my car. My wife was with me and said, "Couldn't I see your cell, where you were imprisoned for the past four years?" I said, "I'll see what can be done." And drove there and was allowed to enter the cell block and show my wife the cell. Then something happened. When we came out the American officer accompanying us led us along a wall. I had often walked along it. There was a large gate in it. I had never seen it open. This time it was open. I knew what was behind


\(^\text{11}\) The text of that declaration is available at: [http://www.ekd.de/glauben/bekenntnisse/stuttgarter_schulderklarung.html](http://www.ekd.de/glauben/bekenntnisse/stuttgarter_schulderklarung.html).

it, but entered anyway. I stood with my wife in front of the crematorium in Dachau, and on a tree in front of this building there was a a white-painted board with black lettering. [...] There one could read: "Here in the years 1933-1945 238,756 people\textsuperscript{13} were cremated." While I read it, not aloud, I noticed that my wife fainted and sank trembling into my arms. I had to support her and noticed how at that moment a cold shudder ran down my spine. I think my wife fainted when she read the quarter-million number. That hadn't moved me. Because it didn't tell me anything new. What ran through me hot and cold at that moment was something else. That was the other two numbers: "1933-1945." I groped for my alibi and knew that the two numbers were the wanted poster of the living God for Pastor Niemöller. My alibi reached from July 1, 1937 to mid-1945. There stood: "1933-1945." Adam, where are you? Mensch, where were you? Yes, I know, from mid-1937 until the end you have an alibi. Here you're being asked: "Where were you from 1933 until July 1, 1937?" And I couldn't avoid this question any longer. In 1933 I was a free man. 1933--at that moment in the crematorium yard it occurred to me--, yes 1933, that's right: Hermann Göring boasted publicly that he had gotten rid of the Communist danger. Since all Communists who were not under lock and key because of their crimes were now sitting behind the barbed wire of the newly established concentration camps. Adam, where are you? Hey, Martin Niemöller, where were you then? asked God with those two numbers. And then it occurred to me: this whole thing had made no impression on me; somewhere in a corner of my heart I may have thought, at least later I did think: this is a cheap way to actually be rid of the danger of godlessness. But that these people, with no law, no criminal charges, no investigation, no sentence, no enforceable sentence, simply had their profession, their family, their lives taken from them, were deprived of their freedom, that they were God's question put to me, to which I in God's eyes should have answered, that did not occur to me. Back then I was a free man. Back then I had already given myself over to my true responsibility. And now the wanted poster was there, and I couldn't avoid this wanted poster any longer. And on that day, when we got home, I read the chapter Matthew 25 with new meaning: "I was hungry and you gave me nothing to eat; I was thirsty and you gave me nothing to drink; I was sick and in prison and you did not come to me." As a Christian I could have known and should have known in 1933 that in each of these human brothers--may they be called Communists or whatever--God in Jesus Christ was asking me whether I wouldn't want to serve him."

In this case Niemöller did not follow the Dachau anecdote with a list of groups, but mentioned only Communists. He then went into detail about the meaning of the Stuttgart Declaration, about which, he said, there was so much misinformed talk in the press. He said that it was being absurdly distorted, for instance that the Protestant Church was admitting that Germany had sole responsibility [\textit{Alleinschuld}] for the war.\textsuperscript{14} He then quoted from memory what he called the key sentence of the Declaration, with "we" meaning the postwar German Protestant Church: "We know that we are one with our German Volk not only in a great community of suffering, but also

\textsuperscript{13} I would like to note that this number from 1945 has long since proven to be incorrect. About 200,000 inmates were registered in Dachau; ca. 42,000 of them died during their imprisonment. The number cremated in the camp is probably around 15,000-20,000. See Harold Marcuse, "Dachau," in: John Merriman & Jay Winter (eds.), \textit{Encyclopedia of the Age of War and Reconstruction}, vol. 2 (New York: Scribners, 2006), 763-766.

\textsuperscript{14} The following passages are found on Niemöller, \textit{Der Weg}, pp. 22-23.
in the solidarity of responsibility [Schuld]!" He argued that no one could deny that, invoking "the six million murdered Jews" to explain why Protestant Christians could not pass on the "packet of guilt." Again invoking Matthew 25, Niemöller limited the scope of the Stuttgart Declaration, saying that it meant that "the Protestant Church, at least in its leadership, again proclaims itself responsible: We are not avoiding our guilt; we recognize the responsibility that we neglected, and we recognize thereby at the same time the responsibility that we again desire to become just."

Let us go back to the earliest traceable texts from January 1946 to see how Niemöller invoked the Dachau anecdote, and its relationship to what was to become the poetic quotation. On January 6, 1946 he told an audience of representatives of the Confessing Church in Frankfurt, which one can assume was much more open to their own leader's message than other audiences may have been (my translation, emphasis added):15

When Pastor Niemöller was put in a concentration camp we wrote the year 1937; when the concentration camp was opened we wrote the year 1933, and the people who were put in the camps then were Communists. Who bothered with them? We knew it, it was printed in the newspapers. Who raised their voice, maybe the Confessing Church? We thought: Communists, those opponents of religion, those enemies of Christians - "should I be my brother's keeper?"
Then they did away with the sick, the so-called incurables [Kranke, sogenannte Unheilbare]. - I remember a conversation I had with a person who claimed to be a Christian. He said: Perhaps it's right, these incurably sick people just cost the state money, they are just a burden to themselves and to others. Isn't it best all-around if they are taken out of the middle [of society]? -- Only then did it start affecting the Church as such [an die Kirche als solche herangekommen].16 Then we started making noise, until our public voices again fell silent. Can we say, we aren't guilty/responsible? The persecution of the Jews, the way we treated the occupied countries, or the things in Greece, in Poland, in Czechoslovakia or in Holland, which were even written in the newspapers.

... We preferred to keep silent. We are certainly not without guilt, and I ask myself over and over again what would have happened if we had in 1933 or 1934--it must have been a

---

15 Martin Niemöller, Über die deutsche Schuld, Not und Hoffnung (Zollikon-Zürich: Evangelischer Verlag, 1946), p. 5ff. This is my translation, which is closer to the German original than the 1947 published English translation, which also contains additional biblical references and thus may have been slightly reworked by Niemöller himself. See Martin Niemöller, Of Guilt and Hope, trans. Renee Spodheim (New York: Philosophical Library, 1947), p. 32.

16 The published English translation of this sentence, which may have been modified by Niemöller himself, reads: "And only after that did the attack on the Church itself begin. Then we did have our say, and did so until officially silenced too." It renders the German herankommen an, literally "come to," as "attack." It also makes the German "in der Öffentlichkeit wieder verstummt" more actively as "officially silenced" than the passive literal translation "fall silent."
possibility—14,000 Protestant pastors and all Protestant congregations in Germany, if we had defended the truth with our lives. If we had said back then, it is not right when Hermann Göring simply puts 100,000 Communists in concentration camps, to let them die. I can imagine that then perhaps 30,000 to 40,000 Protestant Christians would have been made a head shorter, but can also imagine that we would have saved the lives of 30-40 million people, which is what it costs us now.

In this earliest known public delivery of the anecdote Niemöller names several groups: Communists, "so-called incurables," Jews, and those in several of the countries occupied by Germany. This particular speech also happens to be the most widely published of all of Niemöller's sermons from 1946. After its German publication, it was published in French and Danish as well, and in English in February 1947, under the title Of Guilt and Hope, in New York shortly after Niemöller's speaking engagements there.17

On January 17, 1946 Niemöller gave a similar speech to students in Göttingen, in which he began the Dachau anecdote, then after a longer argumentative digression on the advisability of Germans under occupation admitting guilt, continued in the same vein, with Göring and the Communists, then "lives unworthy of life" [lebensunwertes Leben], and Jews. This time he was much more personal, using the pronoun "I" instead of "we;"18

Hermann Goring wrote in the newspapers that on his command all active Communists were sent to the KZ in 1933. I knew that, I also knew about the killing of lives unworthy of life, I saw how the Jews were being persecuted on a grand scale [im grossen Stil] for the first time -- and I kept silent [habe geschwiegen]. I only began to speak out [reden] when it was about the Church. I know I'm guilty.

This version, by the way, refutes a recent explanation or justification I have heard from defenders of versions that do not include Jews, namely because Niemöller was already imprisoned by the time the Nazi persecution of Jews became violent. Here Niemöller clearly acknowledges that the persecution was sufficient in 1933 that he should have spoken out. In the following months student audiences heckled him in Erlangen, Marburg and Siegen, and his argumentation became more targeted and concise.19 In a May 4, 1946 speech at Marburg

17 See De la culpabilité allemande (Neuchatel: Delachaux & Niestlé, 1946), and Tysklands Skyld, Tysklands Nød og Tysklands Haab (Copenhagen: De Unges Forlag 1946). The English publication was announced in "Books Published Today," New York Times, Feb. 28, 1947, p. 21. According to a short announcement in the New York Times on Aug. 5, 1947, this translation was withdrawn from circulation by the Philosophical Society after it became known that Niemöller supported the Nazis as early as 1924.
University he expressed the argument in the pithiest form I have found before the poetic form emerged (emphasis added):\textsuperscript{20}

Here is the basis of our Christian recognition of guilt in consideration of what happened. We did not recognize the Lord Christ when he came into our lives in the form of a suffering brother. I didn't recognize him when he was put in the camp as a \textbf{Communist}, nor did I recognize him when he was murdered as an \textbf{incurably ill person}, nor did I recognize him when he was gassed and burned as the poor \textbf{victims of his own people} [an allusion to the fact that Christ was Jewish]. Here I incurred guilt in my very personal responsibility and I cannot excuse myself, neither before God, nor before humanity.

In this case Niemöller set the anecdote in the context of Matthew 25:31f, in which Christ reproaches the self-righteous for not having recognized him in the lowly and needy of society. The groups are Communists, incurably ill and Jews (with no mention of the Church), and the action is to recognize, parallel to the biblical passage.

Of the other texts from this period, there is one more that I would like to quote; the publication is titled \textit{The Renewal of Our Church}, and the date and venue are not given. It is noteworthy because Niemöller names Jehovah's Witnesses among the persecuted as well:\textsuperscript{21}

\begin{quote}
God didn't ask me where I was from 1937 to 1945, he asked me where I was from 1933 to 1937. From 1933 to 1937 I didn't have an answer. Should I perhaps have said: I was a brave pastor of the Confessing Church in those years, I risked speaking out [\textit{ein Wort riskiert}] and thus risked freedom and my life? But God didn't ask me about all that. God asked: Where were you from 1933 to 1937, when human beings were being burned here? Those weren't my Christian brothers, who were burned there, those were \textbf{Communists}, \textbf{Jehovah's Witnesses}, etc. [\textit{ernste Bibelforscher usw.}]. That's why I didn't care [\textit{mich nicht gekümmert}].
\end{quote}

To summarize: from January into the fall of 1946 Niemöller presented various narrative versions of what was to become his famous quotation. They were part of his argument trying to convince Germans why they should repent and accept personal responsibility, in particular why the Protestant Church's Stuttgart Declaration of Guilt was only a prerequisite, a necessary first step in the restoration of German autonomy after its unconditional surrender. In the context of hostile receptions by some audiences Niemöller honed and personalized his argument, using the Dachau anecdote to show why even the Church's Stuttgart Declaration did not go far enough.

However, the meaning of the quotation as we know it does not fit into that context. The litany of groups used in Germany in 1946 was a personal profession of Niemöller's own guilt, used to argue why members of his audiences should not reject their own responsibility. In this context culminating with his own arrest in 1937 ("when they came for me") would have been


irrelevant and even weakened his argument. In contrast, the message of the poetic version of the quotation is an exhortation not to stand by when others are being persecuted, thus not to incur guilt in the first place, as opposed to accepting responsibility afterwards. For this reason, although I have not been able to find texts to document it, I believe Niemöller may have begun using the anecdote to convey this new, additional meaning during his speaking tour in the United States from December 1946 to April 1947.

At the end of November 1946 Niemöller was allowed accept an invitation from the US Federal Council of Churches to go to the United States, where his speaking tour would begin in Seattle on December 4. The agenda of his extensive tour included pleading with foreign Christians to send food aid to Germany. His opening speech in Seattle focused on the Church's mea culpa in the Stuttgart Declaration, mentioning the "planned murder of millions of Jews," but no other persecuted groups. Niemöller cleverly wove his plea for aid into his conclusion:

Now I'm at the end. I thought it better not to offer you a wealth of details, but just to outline the important strands of development of the present-day life of our Church. … I intentionally did not speak about the material misery in Europe. We know that you know about that. You know yourselves that many of us would have died of starvation months ago, if not for your hands-on help and regular support. Believe me, we thank you for that from our hearts. But in spite of all human efforts hunger, cold and homelessness are continually increasing. No one can see the end …

However, his extended tour met with strong criticism from influential figures, which did not abate. Eleanor Roosevelt, after noting that Niemöller had said he did not disagree with Nazi politics except with regard to the Church, and that he had offered his services for submarine work in the Navy, wrote in her syndicated newspaper column on December 4: "I am sure he is a good man according to his lights but his lights are not those of the people of the United States who did not like the Hitler political doctrines."

The Federal Council of Churches, a chaplain who had interviewed Niemöller in Italy in May 1945, and the influential Chicago serial Christian Century all published articles in Niemöller's defense, which Eleanor Roosevelt rejected in a later column. Niemöller spoke in 52 cities, with thousands sometimes coming to hear him speak, but press coverage of what he said was scant. In none of the reports did I find any mention of anything resembling the famous quotation. However, a German bi-weekly newspaper obtained and printed a translation of the

---


23 "Was Niemöller in Amerika wirklich sagte. Eröffnungsansprache auf der Tagung des Federal Council of Churches am 4. Dezember 1946 in Seattle" (Flugblätter der Bekennenden Kirche Nr. 7), Stuttgart 1947. I could not find an English publication of this speech; this is my retranslation into English.
speech he gave in New York on January 25, 1947.\textsuperscript{24} I do not have the full transcript of the speech, but a substantial excerpt published a few months later contains the anecdote about Dachau, with the key sentences reading (retranslated):

I couldn't say: I was a brave pastor of the Confessing Church and opened my mouth wide, that wasn't what was going on from 1933 to 1937, those weren't the churchmen who were incinerated there, those were Communists and other people who were bothersome to those in power back then.

After a few remarks paraphrasing Matthew 23, Niemöller made his key argument--no longer that he now saw that he (and all Germans) had to repent and recognize his responsibility, as he had said so often in Germany, but that he realized that only if Christian teaching were true could he receive reconciliation and be rescued from damnation:

Yes, you see, dear friends, from that moment on the question of guilt was for me no longer a theoretical one, to whom guilt belongs; from that that moment I knew either it is true, what was preached to me since my childhood, that there is a savior for sinners, or I am already in hell, without having died.

With a clever rhetorical pivot Niemöller said the gospel must of course be true, and appealed to his US-American listeners:


dear friends and brothers and sisters, what then … counts is a Lord Jesus of Nazareth … who is so close that he holds one firmly when the earth trembles and one is about to sink into hell, then what is important is that he is so close as imaginable, namely so close that he grasps one and holds on.

I read this as Niemöller telling his American listeners that as Christians they should reach out and help their German brethren in spite of their past sins. Without other texts from this speaking tour we cannot document conclusively that Niemöller wrote or said the poetic version of the quotation during that trip in the United States.\textsuperscript{25} I reiterate, however, that he did shift the meaning of the longer anecdote to fit the new context and agenda: instead of calling on his listeners to recognize their own responsibility for atrocities, he was calling on them to reach out to Germans in spite of their responsibility for those horrific crimes.

\textsuperscript{24} "Der Fall Niemöller," \textit{VVN-Nachrichten}, Aug. 17, 1947, p. 1 includes a long excerpt from the Jan. 25, 1947 speech, which it says was published in full in the June 21, 1947 issue under the title "Pastor Niemöller: Amerikanische Predigt."

When Niemöller returned to Germany in May--after having had a last appeal for Americans to send CARE packages into the Congressional Record--he faced strong criticism in the media for not having shown solidarity by defending his countryfolk. Given the topics about which he spoke after that, namely against denazification and for clemency for convicted German war criminals, it is unlikely that he had occasion to preach his message of recognizing one’s own guilt again for some time.

In fact, the next mentions of Niemöller's statement that I could find are invocations by others in English that were published in 1955, by which time the familiar "poetic" version had already emerged. These publications indicate that a more narrative version was still familiar in the early 1950s, but also that the version with the poetic refrain was already in circulation. As we have seen, Niemöller himself had included different groups at different times, perhaps intuiting the prejudices of his audiences. In Germany he would have wanted to strengthen his argument by using groups that he--and his listeners--would understandably not have supported. In the US, in contrast, his call for support might have been strengthened by naming groups with whom his listeners might sympathize. In any case, these earliest documented invocations of the quotation by other contain a selection of groups related to the identity of the speaker, not the audience.

Milton Sanford Mayer (1908-1986) was a Chicago-based Jewish journalist who spent time at the Frankfurt Institute for Social Research in 1950-51, where he conducted what he called a "small experiment": interviewing ten 'average' Germans about their feelings towards Nazism. He summarized his findings in a 1953 article series in Harper's Magazine, and published them in book form in 1955 under the title They Thought They Were Free. Not in the article series, but in the book he included an invocation of Niemöller by the interlocutor he calls "the teacher," the only non-antisemite of the ten:

Pastor Niemöller spoke for thousands and thousands of men like me when he spoke (too modestly of himself) and said that, when the Nazis attacked the Communists, he was a little uneasy, but, after all, he was not a Communist, and so he did nothing; and then they attacked the Socialists, and he was a little uneasier, but, still, he was not a Socialist, and he did nothing; and then the schools, the press, the Jews, and so on, and he was always uneasier, but still he did nothing. And then they attacked the Church, and he was a Churchman, and he did something--but then it was too late.

We note the order: Communists, Socialists, schools and press, Jews; and the key verbs: the Nazis attack, he was uneasy, but did nothing. Although Mayer did not publish this until 1955, we can

---

26 These events are well documented in "Martin Niemöller antwortet seinen Freunden," in: Amtsblatt der Bekennenden Kirche Nassau-Hessen 1:3(Sept. 20, 1947), pp. 17-20. See also the article cited in note 32.
use the date of his interviews, 1950-51, as a date before which Niemöller used the poetic form, since the paraphrase is pithy enough that it implies a paraphrase based on a repeating structure. That passage was quoted in July 1955 in an article in the *Annals of the American Association of Political and Social Science*, which was in turn quoted in a 1959 book.29

The other published invocation I found was printed that same year, in a March 1955 speech by African-American Communist activist Claude Lightfoot (1910-1991). Lightfoot, who had been convicted under the Smith Act for being a member of the Communist party, told his Los Angeles audience:30

> It was under the smokescreen of "anti-Communism" that Hitler led the German people and the rest of the world to the brink of disaster. What proof do we still need in America before we learn the lesson of Pastor Niemoller? - "When Communists were jailed, it was all right--we weren't Communists," said Niemoller. "When Jews were hounded, we didn't care. When the union leaders were arrested, we preferred to keep quiet .... When I was jailed--it was too late."

Here the groups are Communists, Jews and union leaders, and the actions are more varied, namely jailed/hounded/arrested, and all right/didn't care/keep quiet. This not only indicates that Lightfoot had heard or read this from a different source than the teacher interviewed by Mayer, but also that he had a model with very precise actions. Interestingly, in a related pamphlet published about Lightfoot that same year, the poetic version is rendered in bold and block form as a direct quotation of Niemöller:31

> For those who still feel that what happens to the Communists won't affect them, let them think over the words of Pastor Martin Niemöller, world famous German Protestant and leader of the World Council of Churches:
> "When the Communists were jailed, it was all right, we weren't Communists."
> "When the Jews were hounded, we didn't care."
> "When the union leaders were arrested -- we preferred to keep quiet; we were not union members."
> "When I was jailed -- it was too late to do anything."

This pamphlet about Lightfoot, with its quotation marks and exact list of key actions (jailed, hounded, arrested; all right, didn't care, keep quiet) indicates that it was based on a yet- undiscovered published source, or that it was a rendition of Lightfoot's words as a direct quotation.

---

The next print appearance of the quotation I found was from 1958, in the script for a school play based on *The Diary of Anne Frank*. Its version, added at the end of the second edition as one of seven "Further Activities," is again in the full poetic form:32

```
First they came for the Jews
and I did not speak out --
because I was not a Jew
Then they came for the communists
and I did not speak out --
because I was not a communist
Then they came for the trade unionists
and I did not speak out
because I was not a trade unionist
Then they came for me
and there was no one left to speak for me
(Pastor Niemoeller
Victim of the Nazis in Germany)
```

Now the groups are: Jews, communists, trade unionists, me; and the actions are the repeated "come for" and "not speak out" (as opposed to the varying "was uneasy," "didn't care," or 'kept silent'). The verbs in this version are the blueprint for most later versions, and the "poetic" form again indicates that there was a concise and probably published version that the authors used as a guide. Moving Communists from first to second position can be seen as the editors' concession to anticommunist sentiment in the US in the 1950s. This order and the verb choice indicate that neither the narrative version from Germany published by Mayer, nor the "poetic" one used by Lightfoot were the source for this invocation, but an additional, yet undiscovered, text.

The next time I found that Niemöller told the Dachau anecdote, and presumably used the narrative form of the quotation as well, was in 1962, in a script for an interview with the BBC.33 In that interview Niemöller mentioned only Communists. Two years later, in a 1964 commemorative speech honoring the July 20, 1944 conspiracy against Hitler, Niemöller did not invoke the Dachau anecdote, nor did he use the narrative version of the quotation, but he did list three groups persecuted under Nazism. "Communists, Jews and Jehovah's Witnesses," he said,


33 I have not seen this document myself, but it is paraphrased in: James Bentley, *Martin Niemöller* (Oxford; New York: Oxford University Press, 1984), p. 164f. Bentley references a handwritten script preserved with Niemöller's papers at the Zentralarchiv der Evangelischen Kirche Hessen-Nassau, 62 Vol. 396/2442c. It is unclear from Bentley's text to what extent the Dachau anecdote is taken from the Sept. 23, 1946 Rendsburg church version he paraphrases and quotes on p. 164, as he seamlessly transitions to the 1962 manuscript, embedding the whole in a discussion of Niemöller's antisemitism.

In the early 1990s, Niemöller's oldest child Brigitte Johannesson, told Ruth Zerner that she thought Niemöller might have started using the quotation in the early 1960s. This might be the origin of that speculation. See Zerner, "Martin Niemoeller, Activist as Bystander" (note 5, above), 327-340.
"were all people whose suffering and dying rose up again [wieder aufstand] and came alive in the conscience of the men of July 20."34 It is unlikely that this speech was noted in the Anglophone world, but it does confirm that both Communists and Jews were among the groups Niemöller considered the primary victims of Nazism. This belies both the US Holocaust Memorial Museum's and the Niemöller Foundation's justifications for their omissions.

The next documented invocation of the quotation, in 1965, already contains the Catholics as a persecuted group. In an article in the journal Social Education about teaching values in a current events curriculum the authors name "an American Civil Liberties Union newsletter" as the source of the following version:35

In Germany they first came for the Communists, and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a Communist. Then they came for the Jews, and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a Jew. Then they came for the trade unionists, and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a trade unionist. Then they came for the Catholics, and I didn't speak up because I was a Protestant. Then they came for me--and by that time no one was left to speak up.

--Pastor Martin Niemöller

This version including Catholics became the most widely invoked one from the 1970s through about 1990. One can find scattered printings of it in books published in the late 1960s and early 1970s, but once it was printed by Abigail van Buren in her "Dear Abby" column in 1977 it reached the widest readership, and was regularly requested by readers and reprinted every few years until 1993.36

I cannot say definitively whether or not Niemöller himself might have included Catholics as one of the groups in the poetic version. If, as I presume, he first coined it during his US speaking tour under the auspices of the US Federal Council of Churches, an ecumenical organization, he might well have added Catholics in some of his many talks. We also know that he was imprisoned with prominent Catholic resisters in Dachau, whom he respected and with whom he celebrated mass. In a letter written two days after his November 1945 return visit to Dachau, responding to a friend who had apparently written that the (Protestant) Church had indeed protested against Nazism, Niemöller asked rhetorically, 'Why were there in Dachau for

36 The first publication I found was in the week of Sept. 16, 1977, when a reader responded to Abby's request for an attribution of the "recently published" quotation. Abby published again in response to readers' requests on Dec. 19, 1980; Jan. 23, 1984; Feb. 25, 1986 (with mention of Indians, Jews and Negroes by the requesting reader); Feb. 11, 1987; Feb. 1, 1990, and Apr. 29, 1993. In the 1984 column Abby writes that she has "kept it for nearly 30 years," thus dating her discovery of it to about 1955.
example only 45 Protestant pastors but 450 Catholic German priests? On the other hand Ruth Zerner cites people close to Niemöller who claim that the pastor himself would not have and did not include Catholics. Littell writes that "when we asked him years ago," Niemöller responded, "I never said it. They can take care of themselves."

The question whether Niemöller included Jews as one of the persecuted groups is made more confusing by statements Niemöller himself made in the 1970s. The justification for this exclusion, found as far as I know solely in Germany, is given on the website of the Martin-Niemöller-Foundation, which cites--and as I will argue misinterprets and takes out of context--Niemöller's response in a 1976 interview. That year Niemöller was interviewed by Dietmar Schmidt, who had already published a biography of him in 1959. The interview was published a decade later in a 1986 book made to publicize a documentary film about Niemöller's life. Schmidt asked Niemöller about the origin of the poetic version of the quotation. Here is my translation of that dialog (emphasis added):

[Q:] When did this poem originate with the saying: When they came for the Communists we kept silent …?
[A:] That wasn't a poem, no. Once I gave a sermon in Oeffler's congregation, when the general bishop of the Lutheran-Slovakian church was there in the church in Siegelbach near Kaiserslautern. Afterwards we had a discussion with the congregation in a meeting room right next to the church. There the people asked their questions and spoke their minds. And then they asked me whether we weren't woken up after Kristallnacht 1938. And I say, for heaven's sake, don't ask me about after '38, in '37 I came into imprisonment and was always in a solitary cell and otherwise, you know, when they began locking up the Communists and maybe we heard about that right away, I don't know anymore, but we didn't protest, since we lived for the Church and in the Church, and the Communists were no friends of the Church, but on the contrary its declared enemies and that's why we kept silent then. And then came the trade unions, and the trade unions weren't any friends of the Church, and we had little or nothing to do with them anymore and said well let them contend with their own problems. There was no transcript or copy of what I said and it can certainly be that I expressed it differently. But the idea was certainly: The Communists, we just calmly let that happen; and the trade unions, we also just let that happen; and the Social Democrats we let happen too. That wasn't our business. The Church didn't yet have anything to do with politics back then, and one shouldn't have anything to do with them. We in the Confessing Church basically didn't want to resist politically, we rather wanted to

---

38 See note 4, above.
confirm for the Church that that isn't right and cannot be legal in the Church, that's why we, in ’33, when we established the Pastor's Emergency League, put the 4th point in it: if a united stand is made against the pastors and they're simply forced out as pastors because they are of Jewish descent or something like that, then we as a Church could only say: No. And that became the fourth point in the commitment and that was probably the first anti-antisemitic statement by the Protestant Church. That is all that I can say to this history of the: 'When they locked up the Communists, no one said anything, we weren't Communists and were ok with having those opponents off our backs.' But we didn't see ourselves obligated to say anything for people outside the Church, that wasn't fashionable then, and we hadn't come far enough yet that we understood that we were responsible for our [entire German] people.

There are two important things to note here. First, in paraphrasing the dialog from a couple of years earlier, Niemöller spoke of the Church, using "we" and "no one" speaking out, as opposed to the "I" of the 1940s texts and widely known poetic versions of the quotation. This indicates that Niemöller either forgot his original invocations of the anecdote and quotation, or that he was adapting it to the 1970s context and responding to a young audience's question about why the Church collectively, but not he personally, had not protested sooner. In his paraphrase of the incident he says "they asked me whether we weren't woken up," transitioning seamlessly from the self to the collective and remaining there.

Second, Niemöller gives a historically correct progression in this list of persecuted groups, naming the trade unions (outlawed May 1, 1933) before the Social Democrats (prohibited June 22, 1933), and twice putting trade unions right after Communists (arrests Feb. 28, 1933). Additionally, he does put people "of Jewish descent" after the Social Democrats (the Emergency League was formed in September 1933), implicitly including their persecution long before Kristallnacht in 1938.

The book also contains a rendition of the poetic version, inserted by the authors as an image on the next page, using a version common in Germany from that time until today, with only Communists, Social Democrats and Trade Unionists--in that order, and the key verbs "came for" (but lock up for the Social Democrats) and "kept silent," ending with "could protest." On that same page the book authors reprint a longer quotation from Niemöller's 1946 speech "On the Current Situation of Evangelical Christendom," in which he invoked Matthew 25 to make the point that the Protestant pastors hadn't realized that in the Jewish persecution of 1938 and thereafter, that Christ himself was already being persecuted and beaten and killed in the "lowest of our human brothers." Thus both Niemöller and the book authors understood the quotation in the context of the persecution of Jews, and based on this evidence alone one would not be justified in leaving them out of an "official" version of the quotation, discarding decades of
invocations. The book authors, in their choice of a version to print, ignored the order of groups Niemöller had used in the interview, so we may conclude that they were merely using recent invocations with which they were familiar, not his words as spoken in the interview. This conclusion is made more likely because in the book's version Social Democrats are (ahistorically) the only group that was "locked up," while the interview used that action only in relation to Communists.

This raises the question of when Jews were dropped from the German version. As with Catholics in the English version, I have not yet been able to answer this unequivocally. To confuse matters, in an article published in 1979 Niemöller himself, quoting his own quotation, omits them. In a text for a political monthly initiating a series of prominent commentators reflecting on '30 Years of West Germany,' Niemöller reproduces almost verbatim the Dachau anecdote as it was published in *The Path to Freedom* in 1946 (the version cited and reproduced above, see note 12). He begins the next paragraph by--incorrectly--placing the Dachau anecdote prior to the German Protestant Church's collective profession of guilt at Stuttgart: 41

It was experiences such as this that stand behind the Stuttgart "Declaration of Guilt." It was the remembering of an experience that couldn't be relegated to forgetting any more [*nicht mehr vergessen zu machend*]: the common ground of Christians and atheists, of Communists and Social Democrats in Hitler's concentration camps, in their common affliction, in their common opposition against Nazi barbarism.

Within this new context of shared repression and solidarity forged in the camps Niemöller then quotes himself:

I once formulated this experience as follows (and I have often been quoted with it): When the Nazis came for the Communists, I kept silent; after all [ja] I wasn't a Communist. -- When they locked up the Social Democrats, I kept silent; after all, I wasn't a Social Democrat. -- When they came for the trade unionists, I didn't protest; after all I wasn't a trade unionist. -- When they came for me, there wasn't anyone left who protested ..."

From this re-invocation Niemöller concludes--in 1979--that such solidarity is still important in the present day. This is a wholly new meaning compared to 1946, when he was trying to convince his countryfolk to recognize their own responsibility for the murder of millions of Jews, as well as compared to 1974, when he was trying to explain how a lack of solidarity enabled the pogroms against Jewish Germans in 1938. Interestingly, in this case Niemöller himself quotes the commonly circulating version with "came for," but "lock up" for the Social Democrats, who again ahistorically precede the trade unionists. He also switches from "kept

40 Admittedly most of these invocations, except for Mayer's teacher in 1950/51, were in English. I have not made as detailed a search in German as I have in English.
silent" to "not protest," which is also common in other German texts from the 1970s, adding his own ellipses, which may implicitly allow for the inclusion of other groups, such as Jews.42

I think the 1976 interview and 1979 article indicate that by this time Niemöller no longer remembered or cared about the original 1940s contexts in which he developed the quotation, but rather began to employ it with new meanings, similar to how it was being invoked by others for their own purposes. In light of the evidence from 1945-47 presented above, in the "original" context of its emergence, Niemöller's famous quotation was first invoked to move beyond the institutional declaration of guilt in Stuttgart Declaration, to a personal profession of responsibility in his 1946 German speeches, and then back to an admission of collective German failure (now in the first person) on his US speaking tour in 1947. In all contexts, except the final one from 1979, Jews were always part of the context of the invocations. Only in the "solidarity" context of that last self-invocation did Niemöller explicitly omit Jews, and it thus does not provide justification for omitting from an "official" version of the quotation this best-known and universally recognized group of persecuted people in Nazi Germany.

In conclusion, what can we say about the "original" groups and their order? I would argue that we can ignore the 1970s statements by Niemöller, as they are corrupted by loose paraphrasing, poor memory, and new contexts. Based on the documents from 1946-47 and 1962-64, Niemöller always mentioned Communists, and with one exception Jews as well, although never as the first group. From the 1951/1955 Mayer and 1955 Lightfoot versions we can infer with some confidence that in the yet undocumented earliest poetic version(s), whether spoken by Niemöller himself or not, Communists came first, then Socialists/Social Democrats/trade unionists or Jews, perhaps depending on which language and which venue. As for the inclusion of Catholics, until new documentary sources are found, we cannot definitively state whether, when or by whom they came to be included in the quotation. Is it proper to include other groups? In some narrative versions Niemöller did name others, in particular incurably ill and Jehovah's Witnesses, but we have no evidence that he named them in any of his poetic versions. As a final point: Niemöller's original argument was premised on naming groups he and his audience would instinctively not care about. When his poem is invoked today it is usually to add one's own group to the list of persecuted. That was not a meaning that Niemöller ever wished to convey. The omission of Communists in Washington, and of Jews in Germany, distorts that meaning and should be corrected.

42 The earliest of these other texts that I have found so far is: Erasmus Schöfer, and Werkkreis Literatur der Arbeitswelt, Die Kinder des roten Grossvaters erzählen: Berichte zur Vor- und Frühgeschichte d. Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, 1975), 163. Interestingly, this version includes Catholics.